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Abstract

We envision a game theoretic model of an organization so as to devise new mechanisms to improve
compliance and reduce various insider threats – be it intentional or unintentional, while paying pro-
portional attention to various intertwined issues: namely in the form of deception, privacy, trust,
global utilities and stability. For this purpose, we primarily rely on a realistic formulation of classical
information-asymmetric signaling games, in a repeated form, while allowing the agents to dynam-
ically vary their strategic choices as their utilities get (mis)aligned. To better understand the multi-
faceted security concerns in existing and emerging multi-agent interactions within an organization,
we map, model and analyze various challenging scenarios of threats: namely, those by design or
those by negligence. We also describe a bridge to the future by investigating the extendability of
the proposed mechanisms in a specific embodiment, where available meta-data is mined to model
behavioral propensities of the agents. Simulation and empirical analysis indicate promising results
for this approach to deliver new mechanisms and control regimes.

Keywords: Insider threat, game theory, signaling games, identity deception deterrence, utility align-
ment

1 Introduction

Complex technological systems and processes (i.e., Social-technological Systems) have permanently
invaded every aspect of our personal lives and are particularly ubiquitous in our contemporary work
environments. These social-technological systems present great benefits but also unappetizingly high
risks in the form of security vulnerabilities, of which some may originate externally, but most generated
internally. In order to reap the benefits of such a social technological system within the workplace, an
organization must construct mechanisms to promote a set of desired properties (for example: trust/in-
tegrity, secure information flow, liveness/productivity) while minimizing security risks (vulnerability
surface, social engineering, interference attacks, and attack detection, etc.).

Thus, much to one’s dismay, one finds it impossible to rule out that a trusted insider (with access to
data and workplace facilities) may act in a way that is detrimental and highly damaging to the organi-
zational goals. Recently, and in response to several high profile events, many organizations have started
establishing insider threat programs which aim to detect and deter such threats. Often such insider threat
programs are organized into their own functions treated separately from physical security, cyber security
and even associated training and mentoring programs, which seek to strongly align the utilities of insid-
ers. Keeping up with this view, we formalize the insider threat problem as one whose solution aims to
maintain the utilities of agents properly aligned.
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We envision the workplace as a complex system of utility optimizing entities (i.e., agents) compris-
ing the organization (principal agent) together with the employees themselves. The basic nature of an
agents’ utility is such that its knowledge may be kept private, and agents may be strategic with both the
selection of actions as well as how they may reveal information concerning their own utilities. Thus what
compounds the difficulties of managing these systems is in the very nature of knowledge concerning any
given agent’s strategy and agent’s essential private states. Regardless, it underscores the importance of
not artificially separating various insider threat detection programs from other programs such as training
and mentoring, as together they not only achieve continuous realignments of agent utilities but also build
awareness for sustaining and maintaining desired workplace social norms. Thus motivated, we study the
insider threat problem in a general context of managing social-technological systems, and thus within
the discipline that focuses on a science of cyber security.

In [1, 2] we have introduced signaling games as a step toward constructing a science of cyber secu-
rity. In its basic form, the signaling game captures the partial information sets, incentives/utilities, and
risk/reward tradeoffs when considering deceptive behaviors. Generally within the information asym-
metric game viewpoint, it may be further augmented with a system of verifiers and recommenders:
potentially involving resource-hungry model checking and theorem proving operations. Thus, classical
signaling games, thus extended, provides a formal perspective to the adversarial dynamics within social-
technological systems, which is characterized by agents, who are partially informed, but encounter one
another with high frequency. Recently in [3] we have considered insider threats in the context of man-
aging and aligning the utility optimizing entities (agents) within an organization; in particular we are
interested in shifts where a “trusted” agent within a social technological system may behave in a way
that is not “trustworthy.” Using signaling game models and evolutionary game systems to consider how
a population of non-cooperative agents may evolve a set of mutable and cloneable strategies, we consid-
ered the feasibility of a closed-loop feedback controller for the evolutionary game system.

In summary, our main motivation is to ensure that the system is able to maintain a balance between
the two desired, but superficially conflicting, goals: namely safety (that the agents comply to maintain
the organization safe), and liveness (that the agents remain inventive enough to enhance the overall utility
of the organization). In other words, we strive to ensure that the system does not overzealously guard
against creativity by incorrectly interpreting innovations as breach of compliance. We rely on data-
science to accurately infer the so-called private “type” of an agent from gestalt of his behavior, and not
just one isolated instance of misbehavior. In a broader scheme, our goal would be to populate the system
with computational (non-strategizing) agents, called recommenders and verifiers, to adapt to an evolving
organization; however, here we only suggest the foundational models for which such an approach may
be realized.

In our approach, which focuses on the utilities of agents and their dynamic mutability, we may
explore a range of techniques for management of insider threats including various mechanism design
and control engineering [3], leading eventually to potential monitor systems which can be adapted by
organizations and institutes.

2 Background

A signaling game models a game between two players (agents) with incomplete information: an in-
formed sender S and an uninformed receiver R. The sender knows their own type T (assigned by nature)
and communicates with a receiver R via messages without revealing the type. The receiver R uses the
message to select an action (without the ability to use sender’s type). The payoffs received by the sender
and receiver are functions of the outcomes of type, signal, and action. Since the payoff of the sender may
be misaligned with that of the receiver, sender’s rational best response could be deceptive with respect
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to their type. Thus a disgruntled insider, misaligned with the organization’s goal, may engage in non-
compliant behavior, while taking steps to keep her discontent a secret. Classical signaling ([4] and [5])
was studied in language evolution and economics, and has seen a renewed interest because of its recent
applications to biology and computer science (see [6], [7], [8], [9], and [1]).

The signaling game scenario accounts for the possibility that a sender exploits their information-
asymmetric advantage by sending signals that are “deceptive” and that elicit actions (of the receiver) that
may not be beneficial to all. Signaling games provide a formal framework for considering the effects of
deception in games; in particular, a zero-sum quantity transferred from receiver to sender can emphasize
a conflict between the agent utilities, which can motivate a deceptive signal to be employed as one
potential game strategy. Generally, deceptive games played among the agents in social-technological
systems may describe agents exchanging various signals and forming decisions (of actions to take) with
assets at risk. The symmetric and repeated forms of signaling games have been empirically studied to
understand dynamics of cyber security ([1], [2]). Although the types, signals, and actions may be very
intricate, in general, the private information of agents creates divergent strategic options that lead to
equitable or stable outcomes among interacting agents. In this setting, an unintentional insider threat
occurs when an uninformed agent’s action harms the organization but is not inconsistent with the signals
the agent might have received. For instance, the agent accidentally disclosing sensitive information may
not have been adequately trained to estimate the caution needed in handling this kind of information.

Recently we have considered the problems of insider threats (IT) and unintentional insider threats
(UIT) as strong and lesser (respectively) notions of deceptive strategies in repeated forms of signaling
games played over actions for which compliance rules may apply. In [3] we constructed the underlying
signaling game for compliance as an organizational signaling game, from that approach we sought to
design a simple but deception tolerant risk estimation procedure making feasible a control structure to
optimize a global utility function. Here we broaden our focus to consider a more realistic situation
of various compliance rules, each having potentially different outcome spaces. We extend the control
structures but also pave the way toward a potentially more interesting model of sparse behavior. Toward
deepening the exposition we add insider threat archetypes and scenarios, and we suggest additional
methods to mould the safety/liveness tradeoffs in the organization via a recommender verifier system to
avoid misaligned utilities among the agents participating in the signaling system.

3 Insider Threat Scenarios and Archetypes.

In order to better conceptualize the insider threat problem we present two scenarios: namely, the scenar-
ios of intentional insider threat, and unintentional insider threat, as they are used differently within a
typical workplace by the two archetypes identified as Agent-A, and Agent-B. Each scenario is intended
to represent potentially realistic circumstances occurring in diverse work environments, and each sce-
nario highlights few of the interactions among agents and with a socio-technological system. The last
scenario is meant to emphasize a form of insider threat that is almost never studied by the cyber security
community because such threats are almost entirely of physical nature, which, however, as we show,
is critically important in our framework. We illustrate how damaging such a scenario is to the moral,
trust, and mission of the workplace, and secondarily, how the same type of signals and analysis, either of
cyber or physical nature, may suffice in devising some indicators of troubled behavior and consequently,
various intervention possibilities against an insider about to harm others in the workplace.

In general, the ultimate goal of an insider threat detection program is to avoid potentially damaging
outcomes of cyber attacks (e.g., exfiltration of sensitive artifacts) or even physical attacks conducted
by employees (insiders) within the workplace. An insider threat detection program extends naturally
to the promotion of safety in the workplace, and can be manifest with activities including the measure-
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ment and minimization of vulnerability surfaces which may otherwise be leveraged in damaging cyber
or physical attacks conducted by outsiders. In addition the concentration of a self-monitor function
within an environment also presents the possibilities of deterrence, interdictions, mitigations and other
actions including workforce training/retraining programs, mentoring programs and other social actions
that promote beneficial, improvement or healing options to distressed employees.

Intentional Insider Threat. Agent-A is a senior employee, approaching retirement; he has been work-
ing with the same organization for the last 30 years as a comptroller assistant. He has received regular
yearly salary increases and occasional end of year monetary bonuses for excellent work, yet he has linger-
ing feelings that his key contributions to the company have not been properly recorded, recognized and
rewarded. Additionally Agent-A perceives that changes within the firm appear to preferentially incen-
tivize a new type of employee attitude whose contributions seem over-estimated and disproportionately
rewarded. Though Agent-A’s loyalty to the firm has always been resolute, these recent and unfavorable
changes within the firm have left him with confused feelings; he has lately wondered whether the firm,
despite his long-standing loyalty, remains recognizably aligned with his needs and goals. In addition,
Agent-A has had some financial difficulties recently and harbors a lingering feelings of being passed
over, which, notwithstanding his years of loyalty, expose him to the risks of entertaining new and poten-
tially hazardous forms of utility even at the expense of the firm.

Agent-A attends an annual trade show where he routinely encounters senior members of other com-
peting firms. Over the years he has gotten to know many of these peers via various social activities,
included in the trade show. This year Agent-A is approached by a senior member of a competing firm
during a trade show and offered a lucrative proposition to act as a secret agent within the firm to collect
business intelligence. Agent-A, having reached a tipping point, decides to act as a secret agent for the
competing company. By deciding to sell proprietary inventions to a competing organization for large
sums of money, he can overcome his financial difficulties and feel valued. In order to do so, within his
putative workplace, he will act by pretending to maintain his actual utility function as private informa-
tion. Given his access to the financial artifacts of the company, he is able to collect the research and
development budgets for various projects as well as sensitive intellectual property documents briefed to
justify those budgets all of which are accessible within the financial data. Using several compact discs,
Agent-A copies all the needed documents. Security guards are supposed to assure no storage media
leaves the building. Knowing Agent-A as such a loyal employee for so many years, the guards allow him
to leave without checking his brief case. Outside of the workplace Agent-A exchanges the documents
for direct payments, with full knowledge that the completed transaction is very damaging to Agent-A’s
company. The threat Agent-A executed is intentional.

Unintentional Insider Threat. In this scenario we reuse the attack vector of an intentional insider
threat described with Agent-A above. However, we consider an alternate attack sequence which utilizes
the unwitting use of a trusted insider’s (Agent-B) account and its essential contribution to the attack.
Since Agent-B’s actions (non-compliant to security rules) provide the vulnerability feature which Agent-
A exploits, Agent-B plays a role in the attack, albeit unintentional and unwitting.

Agent-A is aware that Agent-B, his boss, always goes to lunch for 1.5 hours, never logs off her com-
puter, and never locks her door. Agent-B and Agent-A’s offices are within the same entrance to a hallway
requiring badge access to enter but not to exit. The hallway has cameras that record all entries/egresses
but not within the hallway or individual offices. During the lunch break, Agent-A enters Agent-B’s office
and copies all the needed documents, and emails them to his personal and anonymous account; he then
covers his tracks by deleting the records of the outgoing emails. Because of his familiarity with vari-
ous data and company email tools, his time spent in Agent-B’s office lasts less than 10 minutes. When
finished, Agent-A wipes the keyboard of fingerprints and goes to lunch. Later that evening outside the
workplace he collects the documents and conducts the transactions. Agent-B’s non-compliance, though
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apparently innocuous, was instrumental in Agent-A’s devising the threat, and clearly violated the firm’s
mandatory security rules requiring company personnel to logout from computer equipment and secure
work documents when not utilizing (such as when leaving the office). The threat Agent-B facilitated is
unintentional.

Although in this setting Agent-A is an insider, we may substitute Agent-A’s attack with that of a
remote non-cooperative sophisticated cyber adversary who works to gain access to Agent-B’s computer
with social engineering, malware or zero-day attacks. This substitution, which could be made over a
myriad of cyber attack forms, allows us to focus on the unintentional but critical role of Agent-B. In so
far as the security of an organization is dependent on the oftentimes unknown compliance status of a
trusted insider, this scenario allows us to model a large attack surface which exploits the vulnerabilities
introduced by a trusted insider who considers either momentarily or accidentally the deviation from the
normative behavior of compliance rules.

The two insider threat scenarios above are based on accounts gathered from literature surveys and case
studies of insider threat problems [10] and are ment to be illustrative in our discussion of utility alignment
and game models which we will next develop. Notice that in each case the preferences (i.e., utility)
of agents are non-constant – either changing slowly or rapidly depending on circumstances. While in
cases of the intentional and unintentional insider threat presented above, Agent-A’s utility undergoes
considerable transition, the utility of Agent-B is relatively constant. However, the risk profile of Agent-
B’s selected utility is subject to rapid change in proportion with the emergence of a new and unknown
(intentional) threats, and Agent-B also needs continual monitoring, even when she changes neither in
attitude nor in actions. In this context, we realize how compliance plays an important role in deterring
the vulnerabilities that could be exploited by a hostile and unknown utility.

Additionally, we assume that the agents are uninformed of the utilities of others, and the selection
of a utility and strategy is private information which each agent may strategically reveal or hide from
peers. Mostly the principal agent is uninformed to both the true states of the system (what actions are
compliant, what vulnerabilities have resulted, what threat-seeking non-cooperative actors may exploit
organizational vulnerabilities, etc.) as well as the private utilities of its employees. Still the principal
agent may monitor actions (thus recovering state information), interview employees, conduct security
audits, and intervene strategically into the ongoing processes of the workplace.

The critical data, accessible to the principal, is what we have defined in [3] as cyber-physical-human
trace data but here, what we will refer to as signaling, using a more general framework. Using this sig-
naling data, the principal may act to infer various risks, utilities and identify conditions where mitigations
and preventions may be dearly needed.

4 Agent utility and Signaling Game model

To consider the private nature of an agent’s utility function as well as the various deceptive strategies
trusted insiders may express, we develop a simple signaling game that encodes nature’s type, message
space, and managed actions taken by the organization. All actions associated with the games are played
within the organization but lead to differing outcomes for the organization’s vulnerability surface and
thereby the safety properties of the organization. To enhance the effects of this game we introduce a
conflict between the utility of employees and the organization: we create a zero-sum δ equity to motivate
deceptive outcomes while using a competitive set of peer agents to form competition for resources. In the
case of the unintentional insider threat this zero-sum quantity creates an incentive for non-compliance
with the reward of increased benefits relative to peers. We use the evolutionary game framework to
consider strategic selection and the non-cooperative games broadly and in a wider context of social-
technological systems.
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Let us consider the following signaling game, which aims to encourage compliance with certain
institutional norms. Nonetheless, compliance violation may remain unavoidable as certain actions, in-
centivized by competitive gains to certain employees, may occur, even though they risk an organization’s
safety. Responding to this simple signaling game, an organization may manage its risks by creating and
enforcing compliance policies. A play of the games involves a sender S – an insider (i.e., an employee)
with one of two types: compliant by nature TC or otherwise TD – and a receiver R – a principal whose
actions aim at managing the organization’s risk. The receiver uses a signaling channel for employees
to inform the organization of compliant actions c and non-compliant actions d. The sender S (an em-
ployee) performs tasks for the organization and reports (to the receiver R) any non-compliant activities
they encounter. Following reception of the message, R conducts additional actions to manage the orga-
nizational risk. For instance, R may trust the sender (denoted as t) or may conduct a retroactive audit
of the past behavior of a suspected sender (denoted as a). See the extensive-form game tree, illustrated
below in figure 1. Note that a deceptive outcome occurs when an untrustworthy sender S performs a
non-compliant action but fails to report it, and yet the organization treats the sender as trusted, without
a need to be verified. Consequence of this deceit is a particularly vulnerable condition, which morphs
the organization’s (attack) surface, opening the doors for an external adversary to enter and exploit the
organization’s vulnerabilities. Here, S may have been a perpetrator of just an unwitting and unintentional
insider threat. Such situations, abstractly described above, are not uncommon, since non-compliant ac-
tions may be sometimes strategically desirable; the agent, as usual, might have made a localized utility
calculation to save time, improve co-worker morale, maintain business continuity, etc.

Associated with each action conducted within the organization is an outcome o1, . . . ,o8 viewed as a
path in the game tree (figure 1) and having distinct payoffs for the agents (sender) and principal (receiver)
specified in table 1. The outcome itself contributes directly to the organization’s safety and liveness
properties.

Figure 1: Compliance signaling game. Starting in the center, the sender S has type TC (compliant) or TD

(non-compliant). Next, the sender selects a signal: c (for compliance) or d (otherwise). Having received
the message, the receiver selects an action t (trust) or a (audit). The combination of signals and actions
produces various outcomes at the organization’s surface; a particularly concerning outcome is (TD,c, t),
which leads directly to a vulnerable state as well as a lack of awareness of this outcome. Notice that the
receiver, unaware of the sender’s type, finds outcome sets {o1,o5}, and {o3,o7} indistinguishable (these
information sets are indicated with dotted lines).

The game is parameterized by a vector of quantities we denote as:

Θ = [α,β ,γ,δ ,ε],
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Table 1: Payoff for compliance games.

Payoff: (S,R) per outcome ō
Sender S Receiver R outcomes

type signal action payoff, id

TC

c
trust (α,0),o1
audit (α,−β ),o2

d
trust (−γ,0),o3
audit (α− γ,−β ),o4

TD

c
trust (α +δ ,−δ ),o5
audit (−γ− ε,−β ),o6

d
trust (−γ +δ ,−δ ),o7
audit (−γ− ε,−β ),o8

where α is a reward (given to S) when they are judged compliant, β is cost (for R) to conduct an audit,
δ is the zero-sum equity creating the conflict between organizational and individual agent utilities, and γ

is the penalty for non-compliant actions (as discovered by signal or audit), and ε is an additional penalty
for discovered non-compliant nature. The payoff structure is summarized in table 1.

Our compliance signaling game above (figure 1) features a slight difference from classical signal-
ing games in that the only information set constraints for the principal (receiver) are sets {o1,o5} and
{o3,o7}, and indicate that the principal (who has incomplete information) is unable to distinguish among
the outcomes within these sets. Classical signaling games usually includes information sets {o2,o6} and
{o4,o8}, however we wish to consider the principal (receiver) action of audit which exchanges a resource
cost for information in the form of a resolution of sender type. When the principal selects to trust the
sender, the unawareness of sender’s true type may result in an undesired outcome, so it is best for the
principal if trust can be correlated to cooperative types behavior and this coordination (in the presence
of uncertainty) represents a primary goals for an organization. In this game setting an audit will be
considered cooperative, therefore the sender will be aware that they have been audited.

Because the principal may have unfettered access to the workplace, they are also able to conduct
investigations, surveys, assessments, peer reviews, coworker reports, and other revealing inquiries in a
number of ways including those of which the sender is not aware. Every action performed by an agent
employee within the workplace is executed within the organization’s infrastructure and facilities, which
may be controlled and monitored by the principal agent. Although agent employees will be aware of
this possibility they may be unaware of the principals’ actions taken and observations made in these
capacities. We therefore consider as an additional enhancement for the principal is the use of monitors,
which may be considered an overt or covert recording, and observational device which increases the
principal agent’s ability to observe agent behavior.

4.1 Social-Technological Systems within Organizations.

The set of intertwined problems involving insider threat, unintentional insider threat, compliance, and
regulation presents many challenges. Furthermore, each component problem involves constraints that
arise idiosyncratically from various human and social factors, imposed by specific social, judicial and
legal institutions. To both generalize and summarize the problems in a design space where various
formal applications may be derived, we formalize the problem first within an agent-based axiomatic
setting. In the following an agent will refer to a utility center and may include the roles of employee,
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organization or principal agent tasked with managing the security of an organization. After agents have
been specified, we may tailor the model to any specific organization or workplace by specifying the
encounter structure among agents, and in our case this will closely mirror the security architecture of the
organization, placing a principal agent (tasked to maintain the safety and security of the workplace) in
such a position that they maintain the signaling between all employees in regards to the compliance of
actions performed.

Letting the system refer to a population of agents, the signaling conventions, and the actions, we
enumerate axioms of repeated game encounters to include the following:

I. Agents are non-cooperative and rational, although their rationality may be bounded. Agents en-
counter and play repeated games, and over time each agent develops methods to strategically
interact in ways that differentiate payoff distributions (yields for each agent). Bounded ratio-
nality implies that the utility calculations available to each agent are essentially constrained by
information limits (e.g., privacy, observation resources, scale of system).

II. Agent utilities are private, and they dynamically evolve to find niches within the signal/action
space. There is no essential limitation on how complex an agent’s strategy may become.

III. System payoff structure is organic, meaning that it may be modified intrinsically (and also covertly)
by founder agents within the system. These dynamic modifications may include elaborate and
arbitrary re-engineering of payoff structures, including novel technology that introduces new in-
centives or new costly zero-day attacks that introduce new penalties and risks.

IV. Agents have common knowledge of axioms.

Axiom I – with fitness (e.g., payoff) governing replication frequency of strategic species in the pop-
ulation – gives rise to evolutionary games. The replicator-mutator dynamics result from systems where
fitness is dependent on the frequencies of other strategies (frequency-dependent selection) while muta-
tions work to further strategic exploration. With axiom II, strategic decisions may make use of decep-
tions, which becomes a primary consideration in signaling games – particularly when agents may find
particular advantage in deception. Axioms I-III give rise to symmetric signaling games as discussed
in [1]. In figure 2, we outline agent-based evolutionary game systems; notice that during the re-create
phase the agents change their strategies, selecting from the set of strategies at play using a distribution
that preferentially biases the strategies that perform well in the previous round. This feature is depen-
dent on frequencies of existing populations and introduces a non-linear response to the reproduction
rates of existing strategies. During the mutation phase the system diffuses the set of strategies in play.
Further simulation systems for agent-based evolutionary game systems are useful for developing the
characteristics of dynamics and their responses to parameter perturbation and understanding modes in
the population via direct observation.

Insider Threat, Compliance, and Unintentional Insider Threat Problems. In studying the prob-
lems of insider threat, frequently indistinguishable from unintentional insider threat, an organization’s
boundary needs to be clearly delineated in order to distinguish agents as being internal or external. The
scope of our solution is only with respect to the compliance, as qualified by the actions conducted inter-
nally. In an organization, its goals may not be in synchrony with the existing alliances and alignments of
utility among the agents, since, for example, the privacy and complexity of utility functions (axiom II)
may affect the dynamic stability of their individual utilities, thus sporadically driving them away from
the organization goals, and exposing the organization to undesirable risks. Namely, a direct risk arises
when an internal agent’s strategy develops an alliance with an external agent and the external utility is
exchanged for internal access to the system; this alliance creates a potentially damaging situation for the
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organization (see figure 3). An agent launching an intentional insider threat attack may develop decep-
tions as a primary (or occasionally, secondary) means to increase individual utility while keeping their
utility a secret from the organization. Similarly, an indirect risk arises when an external attacker can
exploit the actions and signals of an insider. The organization must minimize these risks by commu-
nicating best practices and establishing compliance rules, directed at the vulnerabilities created by the
internal agents and exploited by the external agents.

4.2 Evolutionary Compliance Games

To both generalize and summarize the problems in a design space where control systems can be con-
structed to effectively address them, we have described the problem first within an agent-based axiomatic
setting. Next, we formalized the signaling space, action space, payoffs, and inherent architecture of in-
formation flows and strategic encounters common to an organization.

Initialize: Populations of strategic agents. For each generation,

• Encounter: Using an encounter distribution, a set of agent pairs is selected (with replacement)
to play repeated games.

• Play: For each encounter, a repeated game is played between the agents, and payoffs are
collected. The number of rounds is determined by a geometric random variable.

• Aggregate and Evaluate Scores: Total payoffs are aggregated by strategies. The performance
measures are scaled to a probability vector.

• Re-create: A population of strategies is re-created by replacing a portion of the population’s
strategies by sampling (with replacement) from the performance measure.

• Mutate: Players are chosen randomly for strategy mutation. Each agent is selected indepen-
dently with probability µ .

Figure 2: Evolutionary games for systems of non-cooperative agents.

For an organization, the system of agents includes a single principal who is designated as a risk man-
ager and attempts to minimize the vulnerability surface arising from non-compliant actions (the entry
vector for an unintentional insider threat); the remaining agents are followers or simply agents. In this
role the principal manages the alignments of utilities (among agents) and strategically (and privately)
takes actions to induce higher levels of compliance; ultimately, the principal seeks to verify that agents
are in compliance or recommend mitigations to persistent non-compliant activities. The managed vul-
nerability surface prevents the actions of external utilities from exploiting the organization.

For compliance the essential encounters within the system are frequent encounters between principal
and each agent separately. This constraint for encounters is illustrated in figure 3. The information flows
for compliance include arbitrary agent-to-agent information flow, agents-to-principal information flow,
and principal-to-agents information flow.

As an example of agent-to-agent information flow, consider how an agent’s strategy may be informed
by the historical and revealed outcomes from encounters of other agents. If an organization has a com-
pliance rule – say, restricted use of USB-keys on a given network – a trusted co-worker may reveal to
another that the rule is not strictly enforced and recommend ignoring the rule to satisfy a time-critical
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objective. Agents may also share information with the principal by reporting irregular and risky behavior
they might have observed in co-workers, e.g., a co-worker’s routine violation of a data transfer rule on
a restricted system. Alternatively, agent-to-agent information flows may facilitate agent-to-principal in-
formation flows even when they are unintentional. This situation may occur as follows: an agent reveals
to a trusted co-worker that they have encountered financial difficulties, and the trusted co-worker, being
concerned about recent altered behavior of the agent, reveals to the principal this private information
along with observed behavioral modifications. Agents within the security infrastructure of an organi-
zation frequently have access to the information entrusted to the principal and may behave rationally
(optimizing utility) in mining various valuable patterns in the collected metadata of the organization.

Figure 3: Encounter architecture of agent-based system for compliance. The encounters (solid lines) are
repeated interactions between each agent and a principal agent when considering the insider threat, com-
pliance, and unintentional insider threat problems. Information flows (dotted lines) represent possible
flows informing the strategies. Information may be shared (A) among agents, (B) from agent to principal
to inform human-trace data, and (C) from principal to agent. The principal attempts to align utilities and
make recommendations or take corrective actions. The broken line crossing the organization boundary
could either be considered an intentional insider threat or a non-compliant insider.

In this social-technological system, evolutionary games are played by a finite population of agents.
The way in which strategic space is explored by agents for repeated games is described in the appendix,
however we constrain each agent to select a single strategy during one round of play (to guide the signal
and actions during a set of encounters with other agents). In the course of interacting with their peers,
the agents (non-cooperative, but possibly mutants) evaluate and modify their own strategies in each
round, thereby regenerating new strategies; additional strategies, generated thus via mutations, explore
the strategy space. Consequently, in repeated signaling games, single agents are able to experiment
with elaborate and deceptive techniques. The social-technological system, in this general setting, is
powerful enough to model insider threats (be it intentional or unintentional), and various remedies against
perceived losses arising from them via a global utility function, which focuses the organization on the
effects of various forms of threats. Unintentional insider threat, subjected to its frequent encounters
involving compliance, is expected to create a reasonably simple risk surface, which can be controlled
by considering and minimizing global risk measures. We thus focus on global utility functions, which
place a large expected loss term on the non-compliance actions of agents, as their actions allow external
adversaries to exploit the resulting vulnerability surface.
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With a specified global utility function, thus established, we may consider analysis from many dis-
tinct points of view. One possibility we explore is the use of control optimization that considered a set
of controllable variables (such as the micro-incentives within the principal’s control α,γ,ε) as actuators
for controlling an organization’s overall global utility (e.g., minimizing a vulnerability surface). To do so
we consider a dynamic risk assessments that use measures from specific monitors namely contact with a
honey surface and behavioral specifications in a temporal logic for censored cyber-physical-human trace
data [3]. However, motivated by our preliminary explorations of risk estimates, albeit overly simple,
we were led to the current formulation, which, building on latent behavioral patterns, paves the way for
potential analysis of risk and utility as well as points to new and enriched possible control structures.

5 Global Utility

In this section we provide a description of the division between local (agent) and global utility. To do so,
we consider a common space of signals and actions (idealized from the viewpoint of a clairvoyant oracle)
that forms the domain of utility functions. For the individual agent the general objective is outlined in the
evolutionary game system. Generally the agents focus on the selection of a strategy which will perform
well within the organization, and thus entails fitting into the organizational compliance rules without
diminishing competitive rewards relative to other peers. To assist in the strategy selection a general
search (mutation and reselection) procedure is performed by each agent, when suitable strategies are
found the agent may exploit these strategies for extended periods of time.

For the organization a utility function will be defined over a common space of signals and actions
but aggregated over all the employee agents, therefore the challenge for the principal agent is to manage
and guide the incentives of individuals to stay productive while satisfying various compliance rules.

Fixing a compliance rule, we denote the possible outcomes for compliance games as ō, by which
we mean that each associated task within an organization results in an actual outcome depending on the
agent’s nature (type), signal sent, and devices utilized (collectively, message) as well as the principal
strategy including audit response and use of monitors (actions). Each outcome of a compliance game
may be represented as a path in figure 1 that gives rise to discriminating risks at the organization’s bound-
ary where external agencies may interact with internal assets. For example, an attacker may learn the
compliance nature of targeted individuals and use this knowledge to boost the likelihood of a profitable
exploit. Additionally, the attacker may learn and tune sophisticated predictive models of compliance,
that allow reasoning about ensemble behavior: how, in a specific population, non-compliance with one
rule gets correlated with another (e.g., not logging out of a computer account may be positively corre-
lated with mishandling of sensitive information). Various machine learning tools, similar to the ones
introduced above, are capable of constructing such a model.

Fixing the time interval (kth time period) and the compliance game (played over the jth compliance
rule), we denote the (clairvoyantly known) counts of outcomes expressed for agent i as c̄(k)i, j (ν) for each
discrete outcomes to the compliance game denoted ν . For each agent these counts are determined by
their strategic selection as well as the encounters occurring during the kth time period, and strategic
selection will depend on a variety of factors including game parameters α

(k)
j ,β

(k)
j ,δ

(k)
j ,γ

(k)
j ,ε

(k)
j as well

as the strategic distribution of peers. For each game outcome ν a matrix of counts over the rows (agents
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indexed by i ∈ [1, · · · ,N]) and columns (compliance rules indexed by j ∈ [1, · · · ,M]),

C̄(k)(ν) =



c̄(k)1,1(ν) c̄(k)1,2(ν) · · · c̄(k)1, j(ν) · · · c̄(k)1,M(ν)

c̄(k)2,1(ν) c̄(k)2,2(ν) · · · c̄(k)2, j(ν) · · · c̄(k)2,M(ν)
...

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
c̄(k)i,1 (ν) c̄(k)i,2 (ν) · · · c̄(k)i, j (ν) · · · c̄(k)i,M(ν)

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

c̄(k)N,1(ν) c̄(k)N,2(ν) · · · c̄(k)N, j(ν) · · · c̄(k)N,M(ν)


Letting C̄(k) represent the clairvoyantly known counts of outcomes as a tensor further indexed by game
outcomes ν , above this additional index is represented as an input variable to determine a matrix of
counts. In full generality each compliance rule (column) may have a distinct set of outcomes including
the possibility of additional states such as the replicated copy of compliance signaling game outcomes
distinguished by their occurrence on a closely monitored honey surface as suggested in [3] as a potential
counter-strategy for deeply deceptive insiders. The use of these extended states allows us to refine models
to more realistic circumstances where differing outcomes and auditing capabilities are common. To
crystallize the definition of the tensor form above, we assume that specification of all outcomes per
column results in a uniform vocabulary (i.e., set of all outcomes) and we define the function to take a
value of zero if the outcome is not expressed (or not expressible) in the column game.

The data C̄(k) represents the aggregate outcomes for each agent to all compliance games played during
the kth time period as viewed by a clairvoyant oracle and thus it contains an essential data for managing
insider threats. Moreover due to our assumptions concerning the private utility of agents the data is not
completely observable information and as such it is the subject of inference given partial knowledge. We
therefore distinguish C̄(k) from its estimation by a principal agent which we will denote as C̃(k). We next
discuss several classes of global utility functions relevant for our approach to the management problem.

The global utility function for an organization can be considered a scalar function over the aggregate
set of counts at time k:

G : C̄(k)→ R

Letting T (k)
j (ν) = ∑

N
i=1 c̄(k)i, j (ν) be the sum of row entries (over agent index), we may consider a

specialized class of global utility functions with an agent exchangeability condition to be only dependent
on values 〈T (k)

j (ν j)〉 j∈[1,...,M],ν j∈{O1,O2,...,OWj} but independent of which agents support each count, here
Wj represents the number of outcomes to compliance game j.

An agent exchangeable global utility function is a scalar function over the marginalized data counts
〈T (k)

j (ν j)〉 j:

G : 〈T (k)
j (ν j)〉 j∈[1,...,M],ν j∈{O1,O2,...,OWj}→ R

An alternate way to view the above class of functions is with an equivalent parameterization em-
phasizing the frequency of various classes of outcomes as an underlying Dirichlet distribution. Along
with a total volumetric count of actions performed during the kth time period the underlying frequencies
represent an alternate parameterization of the domain. Letting PW be the space of probability vectors
over W outcomes, and letting Z(k)

j = ∑ζ∈{O1,O2,··· ,OWj}T (k)
j (ζ ) we define φ

(k)
j ∈PWj as:

φ
(k)
j (ν) =

T (k)
j (ν)

Z(k)
j
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Letting Γ(k) = ∑
M
j=1 Z(k)

j we define σ (k) ∈PM as:

σ
(k)
j =

Z(k)
j

Γ(k)
,

Which expresses the counts Z(k)
j as a scaled version of frequencies, how often may various compliance

rules apply to various actions. Note that when the global utility function response is dependent on
aggregate outcome counts this can also be equivalently represented (same number of degrees of freedom)
with frequencies of outcomes scaled by the total volumetric count to be allocated in the frequencies
specified. We proceed to define a global utility, with the normalized variables.

Noting that the domain of agent exchangeable global utility functions are equivalently parameterized
by 〈Γ(k),ρ(k),φ

(k)
1 ,φ

(k)
2 , · · · ,φ (k)

M 〉 with Γ(k) ∈ Z≥,ρ(k) ∈PM and φ
(k)
j ∈PW j for j ∈ [1, · · · ,M]. Letting

X = Z
≥×PM×PW1×·· ·PWj ×·· ·×PWM ,

we may reconsider class of agent exchangeable utility functions as functions:

G : X → R,

and in this form we have stated the management problem in terms of an allocation process for which the
effects of various principal actions can be considered. We summarize the system state at the end of time
period k as X , and composed of:

• A total volume of actions performed within the workplace subject to compliance rules, Γ(k) is the
volume of actions performed during the kth time interval.

• A frequency distribution of compliance rule applying to a given action. That is given that an
action (subject to a compliance rule) occurs, σ (k) may be considered the likelihood that various
compliance rules may apply to that action.

• For each compliance rule, j ∈ [1, · · · ,M] a frequency distribution of aggregate outcomes (aggre-
gated over all the agents performing actions during the kth time interval) to the compliance signal-
ing game constructed by the jth compliance rule.

In contrast to the omniscient state the information revealed to the principle agent is incomplete and
comprised of a mix of signals only for un-audited actions, and (sender type, signal) pairs for audited
actions. We will denote this information space as Y , and consider it an underdetermined subspace
of X , which will in general depend on the auditing policy1. Note that for any point ȳ ∈ Y there are a
multiple points within X which project onto the point ȳ, the revealed information space for the principal.

Letting a(k, i, j,ν) be the ν th game outcome played over the jth compliance rule by agent i during
the kth interval, the indicator function for a set of game outcomes V is defined as:

1V (k, i, j,ν) =

{
1, if a(k, i, j,ν) ∈V ;
0, otherwise.

1An auditing policy would prescribe a means to sample the set of all actions for auditing, for example conducting a compliance
audit for every nth action reported.
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In [3] we considered an agent exchangeable global utility function of the form shown below evaluated
for data and parameters during the kth time interval2:

G(Θ(k),m) =
1
A

A

∑
i=1

Y (k)
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

Employee Welfare

−m1

A

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1

n(i, j)

∑
ν

1V1(k, i, j,ν)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vulnerability Surface

−m2

A

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1

n(i, j)

∑
ν

1V2(k, i, j,ν)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Confusion Surface

+m3

A

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1

n(i, j)

∑
ν

1V3(k, i, j,ν)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Salubrious Detects

Yi =
M

∑
j=1

n(i, j)

∑
ν=1

[
α
(k)
j 1A(k, i, j,ν)+δ

(k)
j 1B(k, i, j,ν)− γ

(k)
j 1C(k, i, j,ν)− ε

(k)
j 1D(k, i, j,ν)

]
Here n(i, j) is the number of actions performed by user i subject to compliance rule j during the kth time
period. The term Yi for agent i is a measure of employee utility, which will be a component for the orga-
nization’s utility, it contains rewards associated with outcomes of set A = {o1,o2,o4,o5,o9,o10,o12,o13}
where the agent is deemed compliant, and further rewards for outcomes of set B = {o5,o7,o13,o15}
where agents perform a non-compliant action (local optimizing), penalties associated with outcome set
C = {o3,o4,o6,o7,o8,o11,o12,o14,o15,o16} where the agent is deemed non-compliant, and finally puni-
tive penalties for outcome set D = {o6,o8,o14,o16} where non-compliant actions are determined by an
audit – perhaps also revealing the agent’s signal deception. Further in [3] we specified an architecture
of outcomes which give rise to vulnerabilities: V1 = {o5,o6,o13,o14}, confusion among compliant types
resulting in the use of a honey surface: V2 = {o9,o10,o11,o12}, and direct value of honey attack surface
in the detection of an insider threat: V3 = {o13,o14,o15,o16}.

While in [3] we formalized the management of insider threat problem in terms of an asymmet-
ric information compliance signaling game for a single compliance rule (i.e., M = 1), we also clari-
fied that the first challenge to a principal agent tasked with risk management is the challenge of es-
timating a true system state. Our method to do this was simple and prominently featured the prin-
cipal’s strategic use of a closely monitored honey surface. There the observable data measured as
aggregate frequency of contact with the honey surface as ζ =

C{oe|e≤8}
C{oe|e≤16}

, was used to estimate a corre-
sponding frequency of un-resolvable outcomes within information sets V1,5 = {o1,o5}, V3,7 = {o3,o7},
V9,13 = {o9,o13}, and V11,15 = {o11,o15}. We expressed this estimation procedure where direct observ-
ables ȳV = ∑

N
i=1 ∑

M
j=1 ∑

n(i, j)
ν=1 1V a(k, i, j,ν) are used to estimate counts:

x̃1 = ζ ȳV1,5 , x̃5 = (1−ζ )ȳV1,5 ,

x̃3 = ζ ȳV3,7 , x̃7 = (1−ζ )ȳV3,7 ,

x̃9 = ζ ȳV9,13 , x̃13 = (1−ζ )ȳV9,13 , and

x̃11 = ζ ȳV11,15 , x̃15 = (1−ζ )ȳV11,15 ,

Using the formalism of our compliance signaling game we further posed an online optimization
control problem linking the various sensory modes, games, and principal action options. Below we let
Θ(k) = 〈α(k)

j ,β
(k)
j ,δ

(k)
j ,γ

(k)
j ,ε

(k)
j 〉Mj=1, and we generalize the approach taken in [3] to multiple compliance

rules as:
2The discretization of time is done so that the kth time interval (i.e., [tk, tk+1)) corresponds to a meaningful business cycle such
as a day, week or month, etc.
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1. Using selected audits and honey surface, measure observable outcomes ȳ ∈ Y ≤X .

2. Use the measurements ȳ ∈Y and a behavioral model to estimate a distribution µ for state variable
x̃ ∈X . In [3] we use µ = δx̃.

3. Use the distribution µ to compute an objective function T (Θ) =
∫

x
δG
δΘ

µ(x)dx about x̃.

4. Compute a gradient maximizing update for T (Θ) as ∆Θ.

5. Use ∆Θ to modify game incentives for the next time period.

To explore the possibilities of the control structure above, in [3] we constructed an experimental test
for strategic and evolutionary game strategies to observe from simulation how the control loop operated
when:

i) The principal has access to omniscient data (i.e., Y = X ),

ii) The principal used an estimation procedure for x̃ that considers the aggregate frequency of contact
with the honey surface, µ = δx̃,

iii) Used no sensory inputs (and thus no actuation outputs) at all.

The conclusion from the empirical analysis was that with M = 1, even simple estimation procedures
may be able to produce improvements in global utility. In this extended paper we have focused on
a better understanding of a general approach which considers various compliance rules, each having
its own outcome space, as well as the more tangible interventions that a principal agent may consider
toward addressing and monitoring the insider threats. The addition of monitoring multiple compliance
rules opens the way toward a possibly richer set of correlations in data and additional data science
methodology that considers sparse models of behavior to improve upon the online risk estimation. This
approach, in light of certain behavioral assumptions, e.g., when a behavior is copied from others, will be
further developed in our future research.

For now we return to our archetypes and discuss the possibility of settings for multipliers m =
{m1,m2,m3} to focus on the various archetypes. When the organization is particularly concerned about
intentional insider threats (the archetype of Agent-A), the principal may boost the corresponding weight,
e.g., m3. Such a move to boost m3 may result in boosting another (e.g., m2), which may be interpreted as
incentivizing the use of closely monitored honey surfaces; or, instead, the principal agent may consider
training options to abate the effect, while keeping m2 unaltered. A strategic and intentional insider
attacker will be aware that they are being monitored. Hence, the effectiveness of this strategy depends
on the sophistication of a determined insider attacker (in avoiding detection) as well as the sophistication
of a detection surface (in enabling detection). One unintended consequence of incorrect setting of the
multipliers may be as follows: a behavior model in its zeal to detect intentional insider threats, possibly
triggered by a certain sequence of event outcomes, may evolve into an instrument for creating more
disgruntled insiders. Since such an effect may become visible by temporal trending data in cyber-physical
trace, a higher-level control could be created in modulating the multipliers more intelligently.

If an organization is particularly concerned about minimizing the vulnerability surface arising from
enabling archetypes such as Agent-B, its focus should be on minimizing the load of outcomes in V1,
where the set V1 represents outcomes associated with non-compliant and negligently reported actions
(TD,c, ·). These V1 outcomes expand the vulnerability surface of an organization and increase the like-
lihood that an adversary takes advantage of it: recall the attack in our second scenario, in which the
vulnerability created by Agent-B is exploited Agent-A. These concerns are put into focus by increasing
the multiplier m1. Note that by weighing the rates of attacks and expected loss (from attacks) relative to
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various benefits, the organization is able to encourage competitive employees who seek to outperform
peers by advancing the overall objectives.

6 Active and Adaptive Aligning of Utilities

Agents within social-technological systems are performers who strategically optimize rewards often in
relation to their peers and sometimes at the expense of their organization. The damaging outcomes and
vulnerabilities arising within organizations are modeled as outcomes of compliance games and summa-
rized by the two archetypes defined by utilities that either perform non-compliant (e.g., Agent-B) actions
or develop private and damaging utilities (e.g., Agent-A). For each compliance rule, the archetype of
Agent-B may be expressed by a small incentive in the form of zero sum quantity δ to circumvent the
rule. While the archetype for Agent-A is more difficult to infer, they still must circumvent compliance
and audits presented by strategic principal agents.

One important modeling consideration, mentioned during the discussion of archetypes, is that the
utility of agents is mutable, changing over time. Mutable utilities make it possible for a loyal agent to
become intentionally damaging to the organization (e.g., Agent-A), or adapt preferred behaviors that are
risky (potentially damaging, such as Agent-B). Additionally the assumption of mutable utilities implies
that risky and damaging behaviors may also be remediated early on by a strategic principal agent. This
remediation acts to re-align the utility of agents to that of the organization.

To consider and model a wide range of utility concepts which agents may develop within the social
technological system, we construct an evolutionary game system. The agents will at each generation
re-evaluate what strategies to implement based on the payoffs of previous rounds and the revealed per-
formance of other strategies. The players will be able to select strategies that performed well within the
population of prior rounds or alternatively by mutation, which may further explore the space of strategies.
In the appendix we discuss further how strategies are encoded and in figure 4 we illustrate some mutant
agent and principal strategies. The evolutionary game system of agents defines a stochastic process over
the space of all strategies and without any control structures the system continuously turns over new
strategies as a mutation driven exploration process. The process of mutation (which explores) molded
by selection (which exploits) concentrates the strategies which perform well for a given organization.
The concentration occurs primarily because mutation keeps all system states (distribution of strategies)
in the support (with nonzero probability) and the system, occasionally playing trembling hands, which
can maintain complex non-stationary dynamics indefinitely. For similar examples, see the strategy ex-
ploration schemes presented in [1] and [2].

Within an organizational setting, the architecture of compliance (figure 3) is constructed by the prin-
cipal agent and will remain relatively constant overtime. Constrained by the architecture of encounters,
the governing information flows within the social technological system can be modeled, and used to
construct risk estimation procedures. We suggest that dynamic organizations that are dedicated to con-
fronting insider threat problems may consolidate the risk estimation procedures along with the many
activities that support utility alignments into a single function. Such a function could be constructed, as a
recommendation-verification system, which offers sensible and human friendly remediation techniques
to support the organizational utility. The system could offer a variety of services to measure, identify and
mitigate threats, identify and support wayward agents, and learn dangerous pre-conditions from observed
patterns. The services offered could be done with support agents with distinct roles. One role would be
recommenders which help to assist with re-alignments, mitigation and remediations (for example with
a problematic behavior identified they could suggest a training course or a mentoring program for a
wayward agent). Another role is verifiers who adapt detection to emerging threats, vulnerabilities and
risks (for example a pattern of disengagement preceding troubling behavior at the workplace). Further
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enhancements can be envisioned with automated systems that allow each agent to remain aware of their
own behaviors, thus allowing real-time verification of safety and compliance of the intended action as
well as recommending possible actions that could improve overall utility of the whole organization.

By linking the data-driven monitors of social-technological systems, its risk estimations and the
services offering utility realignments, the problem of addressing insider threats can be considered one
of maintaining the alignment of utilities of an organization and its constituent agents. The dual roles
of verification and recommendation are natural roles that fit the organizational utility requirements, in
particular that its overall safety to insider threats remains scrutinized.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we extend the study a signaling-game-theoretic model of insider threat by considering data
derived from multiple compliance rules via the organizations encounter architecture. The organization’s
compliance rules and encounter architecture govern the information flows informing agent’s strategic
updating to compliance games. The two archetypes of intentional and unintentional insider threats are
expressed within the game-theoretic model and used to represent a large attack surface to organizational
utility rendered by the nature of partial information, private utility and, and non-cooperative collusion.
Despite the absence of omniscient data, the organization may enhance its utility by constructing a pro-
cess seeking utility alignments and re-alignments within its social-technological system. To address this
challenge we have introduced risk estimation to include the non-cooperative outcomes of compliance
signaling games, and we suggest that these procedures reside along with the various organizational capa-
bilities to retain and re-align the utilities of its agents. One approach considered is a closed-loop feedback
control systems designed to actuate game rewards to optimize a global utility function. We consider gen-
erally how organizations may construct a framework comprising risk estimation and a variety of reme-
diation activities which act to provided steady re-alignment opportunities to wayward employees. With
this framework, which supports a means for the organization to improve utility organically (i.e., enhance
performance, improve morale and increase durability of the organization), we address the insider threat
problem. Future work may outline methods linking the data to sparse behavior models, which are based
in behavioral science and seek to improve further the estimation procedures.
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A Evolutionary Strategy for Repeated Games

Strategies for repeated games are designed using finite state automaton (FSA) controllers, first considered
in repeated game settings in [11, 12], this strategy space provides a structure to maintain memory and to
condition future plays on historical memory.

The space of strategic options is vast (countable infinite); however, in evolutionary games the ex-
pected number of expressible strategies is essentially bounded by the number of repeated game interac-
tions during encounters, with probability of longer runs decaying exponentially (geometric distribution).
The space of finite state automata also may be partitioned into equivalence classes, determined by an
equivalence relation based on minimum description length. An interesting feature of this strategic space
is that it allows further refinements of the equivalence relation over finite subsets of “active strategies,”
thus implicitly allowing for neutral drift. As common intuition dictates, these neutral mutations are cru-
cial in conferring a catalytic role to intermediate mutated strategies and transforming large-scale system-
wide behavior. For instance, one such example occurs prominently in repeated prisoner’s dilemma game,
where the emergence and growth of a “tit-for-tat” (i.e., equivalently retaliating) population within an
“all-d” (i.e., obliviously defecting) population has been seen to precede a transition of a population from
predominantly defection to predominantly cooperation. Therefore, the system provides small incentives
and costs for compliance as measured in the scoring phase. These scores can be considered as tamper-
proof and are accumulated over time. The scores differentiate an agent relative to their peers, directly
affecting the agent’s reviews, bonuses, and promotions. We briefly discuss the selection and retention
criteria of strategies for both agents (employees) and principal agents (insider threat program), and then
formally define strategies providing examples.

Agents: In brief, to guide their own behavior, the agents may consider their score (in relation to
revealed scores of peers) and their private knowledge of the actions executed that resulted in their score;
these are the inputs needed by the agents to reconsider their own compliance strategy, thereby prescribing
their behavior and actions for the next performance period.

Principal Agent: The principal makes several updates during this phase. The primary control vari-
ables are the micro-incentives used for scoring to affect the global behavior within the system; these are
perturbed to affect individual agents’ decisions during the next performance period to increase global
utility. Additionally, the principal may reconfigure the honey attack surface to create a moving target,
thereby increasing its effects. The principal may also modify existing policies, change behavioral se-
mantic queries, establish new policies, and intervene with serious cases to pro-actively recommend that
an employee seek counseling, mentoring, retraining, etc.

Formally an agents strategy is defined as tuple s = 〈S,s0,σ , t〉 composed of S a set of states, so ∈ S
a start state, σ : S→{( TC,c),(TC,d),(TD,d),(TD,c)} a state labeling determining nature and signal,
and transition function t : S×{trust,audit}→ S used to determine a next state conditioned on the current
state and action revealed by the principal agent. A principal’s strategy is defined as tuple t = 〈T, t0,ζ ,v〉
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composed of T a set of states, to ∈ T a start state, ζ : T →{trust, audit} a state labeling determining na-
ture and signal, and transition function v : T ×{TC,c),(TC,d),(TD,d),(TD,c)}→ T used to determine
a next state conditioned on the current state and action revealed by the sender agent.

Notice the dual relation between strategy structures of agent and principal, specifically the domain of
v includes the range of ρ , while the domain of t includes the range of ζ . A repeated game is played be-
tween an agent employing strategy s and a principal agent employing strategy t by considering a derivate
of a geometric distribution to determine the number of rounds played. Both strategies maintain a cursor
position which points to a state initialized to their start state, cursors are cS,ct for agent and principal
strategy respectively. For each round of play strategies: the strategies play ρ(cs),ζ (ct) and payoffs are
determined using table 1, finally strategies are updated using rules cs,ct ← t(cs,ζ (ct)),v(ct ,ρ(cs)).

A.1 Strategic Mutation

Strategy mutation introduces a process that further explores strategy space. The mutation process occurs
as a Bernoulli trial with probability µ for each agent at the completion of each generation. for each
mutation a single mutation operation is selected randomly from a set of primitive mutation operations.
The mutation process, in principle, sustains a positive probability that one any strategy can mutate into
any other.

The primitive mutation operations are:

1. Removal of a state unless the strategy has only one state.

2. Addition of a new state.

3. Random reassignment of a state label.

4. Random reassignment of a transition’s next state.

Each operation is completed by checking the consistency of the FSA structure and reassigning dan-
gling edges if needed. Additionally the principal strategies maintain information set constraints so that
if a state is labeled trust, the transitions from t labeled (TC,c) and (TD,c) must have an identical value,
and likewise for the transitions labeled (TC,d) and (TD,d).

Figure 4 illustrates an assortment of possible agent and principal strategies explored by mutation for
repeated compliance game encounters.
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(a) agent 1 (b) agent 2 (c) agent 3

(d) principal 1 (e) principal 2 (f) principal 3

Figure 4: Agent and principal strategies for compliance games are encoded as finite state automata.
These automata act as controllers to the actions of the others encountered. Agent strategies shown in (a),
(b), and (c). Each state determines a nature setting and signal and is coded by color as blue, green, red,
and purple for: {(TC,c),(TC,d),(TD,c),(TD,d)}. Principal strategies shown in (d), (e), and (f). Each
state determines an action and is coded by color light-gray and black for: {trust,audit}. The unrooted
black arrow indicates the start state for all strategies.
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